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Can administrative reforms help to 
create more attractive regions?

� Some key challenges to be addressed by the 
Trans in Form project in the perspective of 
European development



Eurostat:
The population in the Baltic states
will decrease as much as 25 % until 2060 if 
nothing will change the trend. 



Blue is negative Blue is negative Blue is negative Blue is negative 
population dev.population dev.population dev.population dev.

Red is positive Red is positive Red is positive Red is positive 
population dev.population dev.population dev.population dev.

One example from Norway







Why can not traditional industry turn the Why can not traditional industry turn the Why can not traditional industry turn the Why can not traditional industry turn the 
trends and sustain population in rural areas  trends and sustain population in rural areas  trends and sustain population in rural areas  trends and sustain population in rural areas  
and smaller/medium cities in the Baltics ?and smaller/medium cities in the Baltics ?and smaller/medium cities in the Baltics ?and smaller/medium cities in the Baltics ?

Because traditional manufactoring industry can 
not give enough jobs and interesting enough lives 
for 21th century generations.

80 % of all jobs in advanced countries is today 
created within the service sector.

Where are the interesting 
jobs for young and well 
educated people and 
young ladies in 
particular ?



Where is the future when young people move away ?



Many succesfull and active business regions 
in Europe are still losing inhabitants 

every year ! 

Why ???



Because youths  
are leaving !

They look for an 
interesting life  
other places in the 
world



An attractive environment



How to change the trend ?How to change the trend ?How to change the trend ?How to change the trend ?

How to make smaller How to make smaller How to make smaller How to make smaller 
places more attrcative ?places more attrcative ?places more attrcative ?places more attrcative ?
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You don’t have to be 
Rome
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Interactive public spaces 
are attractive
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So what can be done ?

How to make places 
more attractive ?



How to face the future?



It’s a question about change
- about being in transition !

New governance means change from 
old governance !

New governance means change from 
old governance !



Places as products

• What is the product ?
• What needs have the target groups ?
• How good are we compared to the competitors ?

How attractive is the city ?



Places as products
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Know your 
places as 
products

Know your 
competitors
Know your 
competitors

Know your 
customers



Some planning issues in a 
21th century democracy
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Government Governance

1. Making laws and rules
2. Implementation of laws and rules
3. Allocation of available resources
4. Control and punishment

1. Making policy (visions and strategies)
2. Innovation and dynamic changes
3. Attracting investments
4. Public and private partnerships



From Apathy Towards Empowerment

From Legality Towards Legitimicy

From Sectoral planning Towards Territorial planning

Key words
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Public 
interest

Private
interest

Common 
interest

Territorial planning is strategy development, 
cooperation and negotiations
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PPP
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Some hot issues in European planning

1. More focus on urban planning
•less need for transport and private cars    
•More efficient land use
•More vibrant and competitive cities and 
towns 

2. More focus on regional planning
•Municipality plans should be more 
coordinated and integrated
•Municipality number is likely to be reduced

3. Plans for energy efficiency and green energy 
(climate planning) 



The The targettarget groupsgroups of of 
Innovation CircleInnovation Circle

politicians

Municipal
specialist

youth

schools

NGOs

private  
companies

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

Generators 
of new 
ideas and 
initiatives

(Governance 
partners)



International cooperation can open new possibilities and  
influence the regional development











Young People – the youth – must be involved in 
discussions – AND their ideas and proposals MUST 

be respected and implimented





Infrastructure should support 
new service industries and living 
cities



Attractive investments are making a difference 



Winners are able to create new 
attractive scenarios and narratives 
and are using these to encourage 

optimism, initiatives and 
investments



Winning regions and 
cities will win because 

they have the courage to 
innovate !



"Great things are done by a series of "Great things are done by a series of "Great things are done by a series of "Great things are done by a series of 
small things brought together."small things brought together."small things brought together."small things brought together."

Vincent Van Gogh



"A dream you dream alone is only a "A dream you dream alone is only a "A dream you dream alone is only a "A dream you dream alone is only a 
dream. A dream you dream together dream. A dream you dream together dream. A dream you dream together dream. A dream you dream together 
is reality." is reality." is reality." is reality." 

John Lennon


